
Ion PGM™ 200 and 
300 Sequencing Kits

Explore your sequencing options at lifetechnologies.com/ion300base

Researchers can now have it all—affordability and full flexibility to perform sequencing 
of small whole genomes, sets of genes, or transcripts all on the Ion PGM™ Systems. 
Different sequencing applications have different demands, so we developed two 
optimized sequencing solutions to meet those needs. 

Better assemblies and long-amplicon 
sequencing with long-read chemistry 
Introducing the Ion PGM™ Sequencing 300 Kit powered with a 
new long-read sequencing enzyme. This kit is designed for de novo 
and long-amplicon sequencing applications such as HLA and 
16S rRNA typing. 

Analysis from 200-base and 300-base internal sequencing runs 
demonstrate higher quality assemblies for 300-base sequencing, with 
increases in N50 values of 50% and 150% for E. coli DH10b and S. 
aureus, respectively, and dramatic increases in the size of the largest 
contig  of 67% and 97% for each organism, respectively (Table 1).

 

The same long read chemistry that is in the 300-base kit is expected 
for use for 400-base sequencing and supported by the end of 2012.* 

Accurate detection of low-frequency variants  
with high-accuracy chemistry
For targeted gene sequencing applications where accurate variant 
detection is critical and FFPE samples are often used, we offer the 
Ion PGM™ 200 Sequencing Kit in combination with Ion AmpliSeq™ 
Ready-to-use Panels or Ion AmpliSeq™ Designer for custom 
panels, Torrent Suite Software v3.0, and Ion Reporter® Software. 
This end-to-end product solution delivers primer pools with high 
design rate and coverage uniformity, optimized sequencing 
chemistry for high raw accuracy, and analysis software equipped 
with improved algorithms for both SNP and indel detection.

Internal dilution experiments were performed mixing 2 samples 
(NA12878 and NA19240) at known frequencies to produce SNPs at 5% 
and 10% allele frequency with Ion AmpliSeq™ Cancer Hotspot Panel 
v2, demonstrating the ability of the system to accurately detect rare 
SNPs (Table 2).

Table 1. Assembly metrics of E. coli DH10b and Staphylococcus aureas 
using average sequence coverage of 50x.

Description N50 (kb) Number 
of contigs

Largest 
contig (Mb)

E. coli DH10b  
200-base sequencing

54,026 231 196,038

E. coli DH10b  
300-base sequencing

84,008 171 327,235

S. aureus 
200-base sequencing

93,554 65 209,648

S. aureus 
300-base sequencing

239,236 32 412,469

Table 2. SNP detection sensitivity at known SNP positions observed in 21 
experiments with average sequence coverage ranging from 1,000x to 4,000x. 

Observed  
SNP detection sensitivity

SNPs at 5% variant frequency 98%

SNPs at 10% variant frequency 100%
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Ordering information

Products Cat. No.

Ion PGM™ 200 Sequencing Kit (8 200-base runs) 4474004

Ion PGM™ Sequencing 300 Kit (4 300-base runs) 4480445

Ion OneTouch™ 200 Template Kit v2DL (compatible with both 4474004 & 4480445) 4480285

Figure 1. Read lenth and run throughput from nine internal runs using Ion 318™ Chips and 300-base and 400-base sequencing. 
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Longer reads. Higher throughput.
In addition to de novo sequencing, some targeted sequencing 
applications including HLA and 16S rRNA typing benefit from 
longer reads, as the key target regions are long contiguous 
stretches that span large exons or contain multiple adjacent 
hypervariable regions. Additionally, RNA sequencing projects  
that aim to discover and detect isoforms and novel transcripts  
are better enabled with long reads that span exon-exon junctions.

Performance results from internal runs demonstrate that the 
Ion PGM™ Sequencing 300 Kit consistently yields individual reads 
with long read lengths and high run throughput (Figure 1). 
For the six 300-base runs (with average insert of 320 bp) of E. coli 
DH10b, Rhodobacter palustris, and Staphylococcus aureus, the most 
common read length was about 320 bases and run throughput was 
>1 Gb. For the three 400-base runs (with average insert of 420 bp) 
of E. coli K12, the most common read length was 400 bases and run 
throughput was >2 Gb.

High accuracy. Improved indel 
detection in homopolymer stretches. 
When performing variant detection within targeted gene 
sequencing applications, researchers can employ a complete 
solution optimized to produce highly accurate results. This solution 
includes the Ion PGM™ 200 Sequencing Kit, which produces data 
with high raw accuracy for use with Ion AmpliSeq™ Ready-to-use 
Panels and custom panels by Ion AmpliSeq™ Designer, which 
require only 10 ng of DNA per pool. Variant analysis can be 
performed with Torrent Suite Software v3.0 or Ion Reporter™ 
Software. Both of these software tools are equipped with new  
and improved algorithms that enable accurate detection of SNPs, 
and additionally indels within large homopolymer regions. 

Results from 4 internal runs using NA12878 sample enriched 
with the Ion AmpliSeq™ Comprehensive Cancer Panel and 
sequenced with the Ion PGM™ 200 Sequencing Kit showed a 124% 
improvement in identifying true positive (TP) indels and  
a 62% reduction in the number of false negatives (FN) compared  
to results obtained from the previous software version.

Explore your sequencing options at lifetechnologies.com/ion300base


